Being a Satanist during these times is essentially directly related to being a warrior. Others will be front-line, others will be intelligence, others will be medics, others will be on the artillery, others will be producers who will sit at home and produce for those who are in the frontier. But that too is only yet another front. Everyone has a role and nobody is exempt.

Those who try to exempt themselves are only reducing their chances both towards glory, happiness, and survival. Many people in this world are idly sitting in the middle, because they are afraid, ignorant, or both. If they climbed a bit higher to the mountain that we and I too have seen, they would see the invasion of Mordor, and they would know that stupidity is coming to an end.

They think that since beneath the meadow everything is fine, it will be like this forever. But Mordor is literally on the other side of the mountain...If they paid attention, they would see the people of Mordor already among their midst...But they are too drunk to see that. Even worse, many do not want to see this, because they do not want to face this.

Closing one's eyes is something little kids should always be entitled to do, but not grown up people. At least not most of them. In anyway, this happens for many reasons, some of them natural, and some of them created by the Mordor specifically. The responsibility therefore falls on other people to do this if people are to fend off the danger all together, or fall.

But that is fine, we are not about spending our time to judge these people either, it's sometimes not worthwhile to do this after a point. This always ends up boiling into the hands of Gimli, Gandalf, Aragorn, Legolas, and other noble people. There are metaphysical reasons that one could pinpoint to for the meaning of why this occurs, but I would rather not get rainbow-y but stay practical in this post.

The enemy is real, and active. No, they are not annihilated from our place yet, and there is an ongoing battle going. One finds out and understands the enemy from two ways: by engrossing in with them - that's why people see the rot, which
is why so many people of the higher up tend to end up here after they are
disgusted, and by fighting them. It is only then when they reveal their face. To
everyone else they pretend to be harmless and practice lying, to keep them from
knowing.

Our world is heavily manipulated, en masse. There are constant pressures and
massive influences coming in and out. Our Gods have always led this world
overwhelmingly, and one way the enemy managed to make in order to take over
temporarily, was to cut off the Gods. This is no different than going into an
occupied village in a war, and cutting all the telephone lines and means of
communication.

Worst things also happen when an enemy is losing a war, in which situation, we
are dealing not with noble enemies but with evil and highly hostile forces. Our
world is undergoing major change, and they will not go down. Just open a book
on the Middle Ages and what was happening back there, and you will
understand, we are dealing with something that can only be defined as
"bottomless evil".

For those who are psychic, communication, maintaining contact, spiritual
warfare, and so forth, are all very real. Much of this from the enemy can be
psychological warfare, so the Demons taught humanity to steel their heart.
Human beings are easy to manipulate, and the enemy is very good at lying,
deception, and manipulating humanity. They can seemingly manipulate anything,
and make people do exactly what will land them and others in disaster.

The enemy removed the Spiritual Culture of Mankind, to make us into animals,
and animals are really easy to both predict, and to control. One is not afraid of a
dog's bites or a cat's claws; these are laughable for us humans. Likewise, the
enemy is not afraid of physical developments of humanity right now.

But what would happen if the dog or a cat that you have, suddenly was imparted
with some extreme spirit of intelligence or other noble emotions? This is where
the situation becomes dangerous and grave. The enemy was therefore always
focused in keeping humanity on the low animal level for easy control. And
because they know what was once the case about us, and what we can
theoretically do, we are at caught up in war to prevent us.

To tie this to the above, the enemy relies on mental warfare. They tell the people
that "There is no Aragorn, and there is no Legolas. These are only hoaxes. You
really have nothing else to do with life, just drink yourself to smithereens", says
the corrupt spawn of Mordor as he tries to open the gates so that all of Mordor enters and kills everyone in the village.

To say the least, the amount of mental and spiritual warfare, can have a person that was, or either has seen Gandalf, the real one, without a doubt, convince themselves later that they saw nothing. Normally this would work only on very weak people, but yes, even this is a small possibility. The weaker the mind, this can be instilled and imparted more easily.

The enemy loses against people who are in love with consciousness, only those who are engrossed in ignorance they can subdue. The central focus on "Satan", from the spiritual state of Satya or Truthfulness, is a reality. This direct perception, is the only thing that can save humanity.

Those who have risen up past a level, they see clearly, that all the deceptions hang lower when one's consciousness is open. The point is to create a lasting awareness of this, and impart it in ourselves.

Meditation is a step towards free will, learning to filter things, and when someone receives something from the Gods, you must keep it, and keep it closely to your mind and heart. For Demons, relations and approaches have very eternal meaning. For us 10 years looks like a hell of a lot of time, for them, it is a few days.

They therefore do not feel inclined to spam things every day. In our world, people can change their mind in 2 hours, the Demons do not act that way. Demons have massive perception. We humans on the other hand, are rather small and fragile on many respects. Even worse, many humans are unreliable, and are tortured by weaknesses that most of the time they let themselves get into.

Wars have unpleasant things that happen. These can be anywhere from darkness, to mental warfare, to double thinking, to external force exacted. Clearly, the Gods are always there. However, in the same one can be blindfolded and not see a Sun, humans can have this happen to them.

This is where the noble are divided from the traitors, the strong from the weak. One must not give in to manipulation and the songs of the enemy. Indeed, there is nothing to expect from them and no reason to follow up. Mordor is not taking chances nor you will exist well if Mordor takes over. Also, Mordor lies to us. When you have seen the good land, one can never really get affected by Mordor.
This War is arguably even harder than physical warfare in many categories. In physical warfare, there are certain things one can or should expect, but on this war, the only compass is one's heart, meditations, and faith in the Gods. And even these will be challenged to no end, both by inner weaknesses that all of us do possess, but also, from external circumstance, and lastly, the enemy. Every different form of warfare has risks and benefits involved.

Satan instructs in the Al Jilwah, to understand things by the heart. The mind can be deceived, change itself, and so forth. The heart of ours is more resilient, and powerful, but it must also be guarded.

Past a level of advancement, you will know Satan by your heart, and what the Gods want from you, depending on the range of your abilities and responsibilities that you have. One succeeds on these, they get to the next level. Higher stakes have higher risks and higher benefits. During this war we are also self-improving, and we are self-testing, self-overcoming, which is the purpose of life.

Those who have been here as veterans will understand many of the methods of enemy manipulation. These can be rather elaborate. One can only know by experience here, and also, one wins by knowledge and experience. Yet the most important thing that the enemy has a hard time corrupting is actually a person who naturally has a good heart. It’s all a package, but one’s heart and resolve are of highest importance.

The more you are capable of self-control, self-knowledge, and self-understanding [all related to spiritual development], the more you will be able to know what is going on. Master yourself and you will also master your enemy in this case. But your enemy still exists same as you do, until the battle is won.

Certain things are given, such as the RTR, which remain permanent instruction. Daily meditation is mandatory. We have to do these daily to dispel the enemy's nefarious darkness.

Stay strong at all times, keep safe and blessed.

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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